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The influence of the axial relative motion between the target and the source on ghost imaging (GI) is investigated.
Both the analytical and experimental results show that the transverse resolution of GI is reduced as the deviation of
the target’s center position from the optical axis or the axial motion range increases. To overcome the motion blur,
we propose a deblurring method based on speckle-resizing and speed retrieval, and we experimentally validate its
effectiveness for an axially moving target with an unknown constant speed. The results demonstrated here will be
very useful to forward-looking GI remote sensing. © 2015 Chinese Laser Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ghost imaging (GI), as a nonlocal imaging method, has theo-
retically and experimentally demonstrated that an unknown
target can be reconstructed without scanning the target, when
a single-pixel bucket detector is used to receive the target’s
transmitted (or reflected) signals [1–10]. This technique
quickly aroused enormous interest in remote sensing, and fac-
tors affecting the imaging quality of GI, such as scattering and
turbulence, have been widely investigated [11–20]. Recently,
super-resolution GI, three-dimensional GI lidar, and full-color
GI can also be achieved [20–23]. However, all previous works
on GI have been concerned with static targets [11–22]. In prac-
tical applications of remote sensing, imaging an unstable or
moving target is much more meaningful because there is usu-
ally relative motion between the imaging system and the target.

There are two cases of relative motion between the imaging
system and the target. One is in the tangential direction, and
the other is in the axial direction. For the former, some theo-
retical and experimental results have shown that the tangen-
tial relative motion between the GI system and the target will
cause the degradation of transverse resolution [24,25]. Based
on the character of GI, some methods are invented to over-
come the motion blur [26,27]. For the latter and its correspon-
dence to forward-looking imaging in practice, there is no
relevant discussion at present. According to the analytical re-
sults described in [7], the magnification of recovered images
will vary with the axial distance between the source plane and
the target plane when the reference path of the GI system is
fixed. Therefore, the axial relative motion between the GI sys-
tem and the target will also lead to the degradation of trans-
verse resolution. In this work, the influence of axial motion on
GI is investigated both theoretically and experimentally. To
overcome the motion blur, a deblurring method for an axial
moving target with an unknown constant speed is invented
and its effectiveness is experimentally validated.

2. ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the experimental schematic of lensless
pseudo-thermal light GI for an axially moving target. The
pseudo-thermal light is obtained by passing a laser beam
through a slowly rotating ground glass disk (the wavelength
λ � 532 nm, and the light spot’s transverse size D � 2 mm on
the rotating ground glass disk plane). By using a beam splitter,
the light is divided into a test and a reference path. In the refer-
ence path, the light propagates directly to a charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera Dr . In the test path, the intensity trans-
mitted through the target is collected by a lens f onto a single-
pixel bucket detector Dt. The target is placed on a motion
platform, and the platform is driven by a stepping motor; thus
it can move along the optical axis. In addition, the stepping ac-
curacy of the platform is 1 μm, and the stepping motor is con-
nected to a computer, which can control the target’s motion.

For GI [1,2], the second-order correlation function of inten-
sity fluctuations between two detectors is

ΔG�2;2��xr;xt� �
����
Z

dx1

Z
dx2G�1;1��x1; x2�h�r �xr;x1�ht�xt; x2�

����
2
;

(1)

where G�1;1��x1; x2� is the first-order correlation function of the
light field on the rotating ground glass plane. x1 and x2 are the
coordinates on the source plane. ht�xt; x2� is the impulse re-
sponse function of the test path, and h�r �xr; x1� denotes the
phase conjugate of the impulse response function in the refer-
ence path. In addition, xr is the coordinate on the CCD camera
plane, and xt is the coordinate on the detector Dt plane.

For the schematic shown in Fig. 1, under the paraxial
approximation, the impulse response function of the refer-
ence path is

hr�xr; x1� ∝ exp
�
jπ
λz

�xr − x1�2
�
; (2)
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where z denotes the distance between the source plane and
the CCD camera plane.

When the target moves along the optical axis with an
unknown constant speed v0, the distance between the source
plane and the object plane is time-dependent, namely z1�t� �
z0 � v0t. Thus the impulse response function for the test path
at time t can be expressed as

ht�xt; x2� ∝
Z

dx exp
�

jπ
λz1�t�

�x2 − x�2
�
t�x�ht�xt; x�; (3)

where t�x� is the target’s transmission function and x is the
coordinate on the object plane, and ht�xt; x� is the impulse
response function from the target plane to the detector Dt.

For pseudo-thermal light GI, the intensity distribution
modulated by the rotating ground glass disk follows a negative
exponential distribution function [28]. If the source is large
enough relative to the object, the light field generated by the
rotating ground glass disk can be considered to be fully
spatially incoherent, and the intensity distribution can be
assumed to be uniform as a constant intensity I0, then

G�1;1��x1; x2� � I0δ�x1 − x2�; (4)

where δ�x� is the Dirac delta function.
Substituting Eqs. (2)–(4) into Eq. (1), the correlation func-

tion of intensity fluctuations is
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When the target’s axial motion is restricted in the range of
axial correlation depth of light field (ACDF) described in [29],
namely Δz � jz − z1�t�j < 6.7λ�z∕D�2 for a circular-shaped
source, then the quadratic term including x2 in Eq. (5) is
approximately a constant (namely, expfjπ�1∕z1�t� − 1∕z�
x22∕λg ≈ 1). After calculating the integral of x2, Eq. (5) can be
rewritten as
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����
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dxt�x� exp
�
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where sinc�x� � sin�πx�∕πx, and D denotes the transverse size
of the source. Since the bucket detector Dt collects all intensity
information from the object, we can obtain

ΔG�2;2��xr� �
Z

dxtΔG�2;2��xr; xt�

∝
Z

dxjt�x�j2 sinc2
�
D
λz

�xr −M�t�x�
�
; (7)

where M�t� � z∕z1�t� is the imaging magnification. From
Eq. (7), it is observed that the magnification of recovered
images will vary with the distance z1 when the camera Dr in
the reference path of the GI system is fixed.

According to the Klyshko’s picture [30], Fig. 2 illustrates
the explanation of motion blur of lensless pseudo-thermal
light GI for an axially moving target shown in Fig. 1. The tar-
get’s motion range, noted as �z1 min; z1max�, is constrained in
the ACDF of the target plane located at z1�t� � z from the
source. By the reversibility of the light field, as shown in
Fig. 2, the target is illuminated by a light source emitting
the light from the bucket detector Dt and then is reflected
by the phase conjugated mirror S to the CCD camera Dr .
When the distance between the source plane S and the target
plane z1�t� varies, an image with the magnification M�t� �
z∕z1�t� can be achieved on the CCD camera Dr . Therefore,
for the image deviated from the optical axis Δx on the target’s
plane, when the CCD camera Dr in the reference path is fixed
and the target’s motion range is restricted in �z1 min; z1 max�, as
illustrated in Fig. 2, the corresponding GI will move along the
axis xr of the CCD camera Dr plane with the increase of z1�t�,
and the motion blur on the camera Dr plane is Δxr �
�z∕z1 min − z∕z1 max�Δx ≃ Δz1Δx∕z (where Δz1 � z1 max−

z1 min). The results imply that the target’s transverse imaging
resolution will decrease with an increase of the deviation of
the target’s center position from the optical axis Δx or Δz1.

In order to overcome the motion blur problem of GI for an
axially moving target with an unknown constant speed, we
propose a deblurring method based on speckle-resizing and
speed retrieval. According to the property of ACDF, the
speckle located in the range of ACDF is similar, and only
the magnification is different. Therefore, when the target is
moving from z1 min to z1 max with a constant speed v0, we can
resize the speckle via the magnification 1∕M�t� based on
the speckle distribution recorded by the CCD camera Dr . By
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Fig. 1. Experimental schematic of lensless pseudo-thermal light GI
for an axially moving target.
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Fig. 2. Phenomenological explanation of motion blur of lensless
pseudo-thermal light GI for an axially moving target. The pseudo-
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calculating the intensity correlation function between the
resized speckle distributions and the intensities recorded
by the bucket detector Dt, a deblurred image can be recon-
structed. In practice, the moving speed of the target is un-
known; thus the estimated accuracy to the speed v0
directly affects the imaging resolution of the retrieved image.
In order to determine the speed v0, we can calculate the
discrepancy D�v� between the estimated signal Bv

s; �s �
1; 2; 3;…; K� and the signal Bs; �s � 1; 2; 3;…; K� directly
recorded by the bucket detector, namely

D�v� �
P

K
s�1 �Bs − Bv

s �2P
K
s�1 B

2
s

; (8)

where Bv
s �

R
dxIvs�x�jtv�x�j2, ∀s � 1…K . In addition, Ivs�x� is

the intensity distribution of the resized speckle, and tv�x� de-
notes the corresponding reconstructed image at the estimated
speed v. Theoretically, when D�v� � 0, the estimated speed v
is equal to v0, which determines the target’s accurate moving
speed. In practice, because the measurement number K is
finite and the detection noise is inevitable, we confirm that
the target’s moving speed is corresponding to the case of
the minimum value of D�v�. Further, only when the moving
speed is properly estimated can the image tv�x� without mo-
tion blur be achieved. Therefore, by searching over the esti-
mated speed space and identifying the minimum value ofD�v�,
one can not only determine the motion speed of a target but
also overcome the influence of axial motion on the imaging
resolution of GI for a moving target with a constant speed.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To verify the above concept and analytical results, we carried
out experimental tests with a double slit (slit width
a � 110 μm, slit height h � 900 μm, and center-to-center sep-
aration d � 260 μm) in different motion conditions, using the
lensless pseudo-thermal light GI scheme depicted in Fig. 1.
The distance between the CCD camera Dr and the source
plane is fixed as z � 400 mm. The exposure time window for
both the camera Dr and the detector Dt is set to be 1 ms, and
the sampling frequency is 10 Hz. The transverse size of the
speckle on the CCD camera is about 106 μm, and the measure-
ment number is K � 5000. Figure 3(a) present the experimen-
tal demonstration results of the influence of the deviation Δx
on GI for an axially moving target with a constant speed. In
this case, the start line of the motion is set as z1 min � 380 mm,
and the motion speed is about v0 � 80 μm∕s; then
Δz1 ≃ 40 mm. In Fig. 3(a), we show the reconstruction results
of GI without speckle-resizing when the target’s center
position is located at Δx � 0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 mm,
respectively. According to Δxr ≃ Δz1Δx∕z, the corresponding
motion blur in the xr direction of the camera Dr plane is 0, 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 mm, respectively. Therefore, as displayed
in Fig. 3(a), it is clearly seen that the transverse resolution
of GI in the xr direction reduces with the increase of Δx,
which is in accordance with the analytical results. Similarly,
Δyr ≃ Δz1Δy∕z, and the maximum value of Δy is 450 μm for
the double-slit (half of the slit height), thus the largest motion
blur in yr direction is 45 μm, which is less than the speckle’s
transverse size on the CCD camera plane and the transverse
resolution in yr direction hardly degrades. By searching over
the estimated speed space (the process takes about 30 s on a

normal PC), the relationship between the discrepancy D�v�
and the speed v for the case of Δx � 4.0 mm is shown in
Fig. 3(d). From the curve D�v� − v, the corresponding motion
speed is 82 μm/s for the minimum value of D�v� (namely
the point C on the curve), which coincides with the true mo-
tion speed of the target. Relative to the results displayed in
Fig. 3(a), Fig. 3(c) illustrates the corresponding deblurring
reconstruction results when the motion speed is estimated
as v � 82 μm∕s. In order to compare with the results shown
in Fig. 3(c), Fig. 3(b) gives the retrieved images with the
speckle-resizing method when the motion speed is estimated
as v � 48 μm∕s [corresponding to the point B on the curve
shown in Fig. 3(d)]. It is obviously observed that the motion
blur can be removed only when the speed of the moving target
is correctly estimated.

When the deviation of the target’s center position is fixed
as Δx � 4.0 mm, Fig. 4 gives the experimental reconstruction
results of GI without and with speckle-resizing in different
motion ranges Δz1, and the other conditions are the same as
in Fig. 3. Based on the ACDF described in [29], the ACDF of
the target plane located at z1�t� � z � 400 mm is about
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Fig. 3. Experimental reconstruction results of GI without and with
speckle-resizing for an axially moving target with an unknown con-
stant speed (the motion speed is about 80 μm/s and the axial motion
range Δz1 � 40 mm). (a) GI reconstruction result without speckle-
resizing; (b) GI reconstruction results with speckle-resizing, corre-
sponding to the estimated speed of point B (○) labeled in (d);
(c) GI reconstruction results with speckle-resizing, corresponding
to the estimated speed of point C (▵) labeled in (d); (d) relationship
between the discrepancy D�v� and v (corresponding to the case
Δx � 4.0 mm). From the left to right of (a) through (c), the deviation
of the target’s center position from the optical axisΔx is 0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0,
4.0, and 5.0 mm.
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Δz � 142 mm. In Fig. 4(a), the start line of the motion is set as
z1 min � 390 mm, and the motion speed is about v0 � 40 μm∕s;
thus z1 max is about 410 mm (namely Δz1 ≃ 20 mm). In
Fig. 4(b), z1 min is 380 mm and z1 max is about 420 mm (namely
Δz1 ≃ 40 mm). In Fig. 4(c), z1 min is 370 mm and z1 max is about
430 mm (namely Δz1 ≃ 60 mm). Using the proposed speckle-
resizing method based on speed retrieval and by searching over
the estimated speed space, the corresponding motion speeds
for Figs. 4(a)–4(c) are about 44, 82, and 120 μm/s, respectively.
From the results shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(c), similar to the case

demonstrated in Fig. 3, it is clearly seen that the imaging res-
olution of GI decreases with the increase of the motion range
Δz1, and the motion blur can also be overcome by our pro-
posed deblurring method.

4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have theoretically and experimentally dem-
onstrated that the axial relative motion between the target and
the source will result in the degradation of transverse resolu-
tion for GI. As the deviation of the target’s center position
from the optical axis Δx or the motion range Δz1 increases,
the imaging resolution will becomeworse. Using the proposed
deblurring method based on speckle-resizing and speed
retrieval, our experimental results indicate that the motion
speed of the target can be determined and the degradation
of imaging resolution caused by the motion blur can also be
overcome. This method can be directly applied to forward-
looking GI.
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